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For a change our birthdays this year were special because we both turned 70 in May, and that’s mandatory retirement

age for Global Ministries missionaries. As of June 1 we are officially retired. However, we are staying in Congo until

late August to finish up our academic years at the institutions where we work. While remaining in high gear to get all

the current work done, we are also trying to hand over responsibilities and bring some projects to an end.

Jeff has almost finished this year’s teaching at the University of Lubumbashi and will be giving exams during the next

few weeks. Meanwhile, he is devoting lots of time to cataloguing books for the University of Lubumbashi and for

Katanga Methodist University in Mulungwishi. Many of the books and periodicals are those we ourselves have

accumulated over the past 38 years, used for course preparation, and lent to students and scholars as needed. This is

a huge task, but Jeff has been diligently chipping away at it and making visible progress.

At The English-speaking School of Lubumbashi, it’s a busy time. This coming week is the last week of classes and

report card preparation. The following week we’re having a science and art exhibition on Monday, graduation on

Tuesday, awards assembly on Wednesday, and staff workday on Thursday. We were saddened by the decision of a new

missionary couple to resign a few weeks before their expected arrival in late March. Ellen is still Director, but the very

able Vice-Director and other experienced teachers have already taken over many tasks and also developed new

programs, so the school is in excellent shape. The high school (grades 8-12) moved to the new Kinsevere campus

buildings last September, and work continued through the year on the grounds, including two soccer fields in time for

an invitation soccer/volleyball tournament with eight schools in late May. Two days ago the truckload of furniture and

equipment for the new building, ordered from South Africa last fall (!) and oft delayed, pulled up to the buildings in

the evening and was unloaded in the morning. A new director has now been chosen by the school board and will take

over in August, so Ellen will be able to complete the transition at that time.

The United Methodist Church of South Congo has a new bishop since March because Bishop Katembo, like us,

reached retirement age. This past year the local congregation where we worship moved into  a large new building,

which they constructed during the past decade using local funds. Previously they were sharing space with another

congregation, and both needed more room. Our congregation is still finishing up the offices and Sunday School rooms,

but Sunday School is in full swing in the partly-completed rooms with 250 kids enrolled; the church’s new location

and new space has enabled them to expand their ministry. In the end, a new French-speaking congregation began at

the old location with part of our congregation and pastoral staff, not as a quarrelsome split but in recognition of

geographical realities, that the move would leave a vacuum. We are continually impressed by the vibrancy of the

United Methodist Church in our part of Congo and by the important role it plays in the lives of so many people. Thank

you for being a part of this through your contributions to our salaries and our projects.

When we return to the United States, we will be living in Colorado Springs. One of our first tasks will be to gather from

all over the USA the belongings we have stored for years with very patient friends and relatives. So we’ll be traveling

a bit at first and then putting our home in order quickly, so that we can set up our new lives and receive old and new

friends in our new home. Meanwhile, we are a bit overwhelmed with all the work we still have to do here before getting

on an airplane!  Our Congolese e-mail address (jehoover@mwangaza-rdc.net) will disappear when we disconnect from

our internet provider, but our others will continue. Our new postal address (but please do not use it before

September!) will be:

Jeff & Ellen Hoover

2112 Palm Drive

Colorado Springs, CO  80918

jehoover2002@yahoo.com, jeffellenhoover@gmail.com 
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